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Table 4.1 Reciprocating compressot:;

Advantages Disadvantages
Open type '(1) Dismantling and inspection are possible.

(2) Revolving speed is variable.
(3) Engine drive is possible.

(1) Dimensions of units are larger than that of other
compressors having the same horsepower.

(2) Shaft seal is necessary and there is possibility of gas
reaKage.

Semi-hermetic type (1) Dismantling and inspection are possible.
(2) No gas leaks from shaft seal
(3) Moving parts are not exposed.

Revolving speed is fixed
Motor is free from any moisture or dust

(1)
(2)

(4) Running noise is smaller than that of the open type.
Hermetic type (1) Compact and light

(2) No gas leaks.
(3) Moving parts are not exposed.
(4) Running noise is low.

(1 ) Dismantling is impossible when damaged, A whole
comprossor should bo replaced.

(2) Motor is free from moisture or dust.

Table 4.2 Lineup of Daikin Compressors
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4.2.2 Condenser
The condenserfunctions to change the:state ofthe refrigerant
discharged by the compressor from gas to liquid.

_,,.iince the refrigerant vapor discharged by the compressor is
ln temperature and pressure, the refrigerant can be conden
easily by cutdoor air or water. The heat gained through the
evaporator is discharged into outdoors or water bv the
condenser.

The heat discharged by the condensef is larger than evapofation
heat, since the compression heat in the compressor is added to

The condenser can be classified into two types according to its
cooling method; i.e. water cooled type and air cooled type. Each
type is further classified into two types.

Water cooteo ---{

Air cooled- -- --./
t

(1) Double tube type (Tube-within-a-tube type)
This type is adopted in smaller capacity models of water cooled
packaged water chillers and air conditioners. Water flows
through the inner tube and the refrigerant flows in the opposite
direction between the inner and outer tubes.
The external surface of the inner tube is formed with a soiral
groove flute to increase heat exchange coefficient.

Fig.4-20 Double tube type
Refrigerant inler

Waler
Inlet

. Double tube type....... ,,..,.., (1)

. Shell and tube type............ (2)

. Cross fln coil type .............. (3)

. Wind fin type...................... (4)

Refrigerant ourlet
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4.2.4 Fan
(t-9!&gco tins..--
Indoor. unitB-rfra-ke'most use of the multi_blade fans, which offers
a large static pressure. Therefore, this type of fans is suited for
units with high airflow resistance or of duct connection type. Air
is sucked in from one side and discharges in the rotating
direction. The fans are completely enclosed in the fan housing
for use.

(2)--fnb"l;".,.,\
The turbo ssed cassette type ofmulti-flow tom and discharge to
the PeriPh particular housing
and is con around.

Fis,4-34
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(4) Propeller fans
The propeller fans are in the most common use for outdoor units
and called axial flow fans as well. Air is sucked in ano
discharged in the direction of the rotary shaft. This type of fans
provide a small static pressure, while enables the connection of
simple ducts when outdoor units are installed in the balconv.

Fi9.4.33
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Fig.4-36
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4.2.5 Metering devices
The functions of the metering devices are to regutate the flow of
high-pressure liquid refrigerant from the liquid line into the

nd to maintain a pressure d een the
pressure sides of the syste ermit the
vaponze under the desired n the

evaporator and at the same time to be condensed at a high
pressure in the condenser.
There are six basic types of refrigerant flow controls as shown
below. Almost all recent room air conditioners and packaged air
conditioners adopt the capillary tube or the thermostatic
expansion valve, So these types are explained below.

. Hand expansion valve. Automatic expansion valve. Thermostatic expansion valve. Capillary tube
. Low pressure float. High pressure float

(1) Capiltary tube

This type of the metering device is generally used onty in small
equipment with fairly constant loads, such as room atr
conditioners and small sized packaged air conditioners.
The advantages and disadvantages of the capillary tube are as
follows:
1. Low cost compared with expansion valve
2. Simple structure...difficult to be damaged
3. When the compressor stops, high and low pressure are

equalized soon.

(3) Cross flow fans

Fig.4-35
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